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; Monthly Awareness CamPaign

.' Mera Bharat Mahaan

.' Rukmini Devi Public School

; School Premises

.' January,201B

,' Classes I-IV

,' Celebration Dossier File
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Objectives:

, To make the learners aware of the rich cultural heritage of India.

DESCRIPTION:

-: -:-ease the knor,;ledge cf the students regarding our country India and to make them

app:eciate the rich cultural heritage of India, a campaign on'Mera Bharat Mahaan'was taken up.

Various activities were conducted to make the students aware about the history of India. The

students of class I participated in'Kite Decoration'activity, Class II in'Collage Making', Class

III on'Flag Decoration'and Class IV on'Pen [t Down"'

Discussions were also held regularly in the class and students were motivated to protect and

preserve the variety of priceless cultural heritage and historical monuments' Students

participated enthusiastically, used different kind of decorative material and ideas in all the

activities, Students were appreciated for their commendable efforts. The campaign helped to

make them feel proud to be citizens of India. At the end, overall experience proved to be quite

effective in enhancing the cognitive and aesthetics domains of the students'
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